Take Five Conversation Cards

**D&C 71:3**

**Discussion?**
What blessings do you recognize from your hard seasons?

**The Challenge**
Look for blessings here.

**D&C 72:12**

**Discussion?**
Have you ever felt in need of great help?

**The Challenge**
Let God turn it for your good.

**D&C 73:4**

**Discussion?**
What is your practical schedule for spiritual study?

**The Challenge**
Design something practicable today.

**D&C 74:7**

**Discussion?**
When has pondering over scripture lead you to discover a profound truth?

**The Challenge**
Ponder

**D&C 75:19**

**Discussion?**
Has anyone you are studying with ever left a blessing on a home?

**The Challenge**
Invite them to share that experience.

If you want to add more to your discussions, there are devotionals for each of these cards found in the book: **DON’T MISS THIS** in the Doctrine and Covenants – Exploring One Verse from Every Chapter. At Deseret Book.